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The various groups at, the Santa Fe Institute studying complex adngtivct systems 
(GAS) have somewhat; different; points of view and have adopted different vocabular- 
ies. Some of us speak of "'astificid Life" or ""artificial social 1ilFe'kr "artificial worlds,'? 
while others, of whom I am one, prefer to consider natural CAS and computer-baksed 
systems together. The fatter include methods for adaptive cornput ation m well as 
madeh and sirnulations of natural GAS. 

Even, the term CAS has digerent meanings for digerent researchers. As one dis- 
tinguished profssor remarked, ""a scientist would rat;her use someone else's tooth- 
brush than another scientist% terminolow." For example, my nomenclature diEers 
from that of John Halland, from wham f have learned so much. He call8 something 
a GAS only if it is a collectivity of in;t;ermting adaptive agents, each of which I 
would refa to as a CAS. Likewise, John uses the term "in%ernal model" to mean 
what I ed l  a schema. 

There are axtditttional possible sources of misunderstanding ats well, stemming 
from the relation between computer-based and natural systems. A% one of our Sci- 
ence Board Symposia, a speaker mked, "Are we using computation as an aid in 
uaderslanding biology (e.g., evolution, thinking, etc.) ar are we using biology EIS 
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a metaphor for work on computation?" That is an important quation. At some 
institutions where computa;t;ion and. neural system are studied, there is red confu- 
sion on this issue. For example, succei~3s in, designing a computing system based on 
""neural nets" is sometimes taken rts evidence that such nets furnish a serious model 
of the human brain, with the units or nodes corresponding to individual neurons, 

I favor a comprehemive point of view mcording to which the operation of 
GAS ertcompmsa such diverse processes as the prebiatic chemical reactions th& 
produced life on Earth, biological evolution itself, the functisning af individual or- 
ganisms and ecological mrnmunities, the operation of biologied subsystems such. 
as mammalian immune systems or human brains, mpects of human cultur~l evolu- 
tion, and daptive functioning of conniguter hardware and so&ware. Such a paint of 
view leads to attempts do understand the general principles that underlie all such 
systems W well as the crucial digerences among them. The principlw would be 
expwted to apply to the CAS that must exist on other plaslets sc&tered through 
the rtniverw. Most of those systems will of course remain inaccessible to us, but we 
may receive signals =me day fram a few of them. 

As to succe~sful adaptive computational rn&hods and devices, we have exam- 
p l e ~  such as neural net systems, baksed on a perceived similarity even t b u g h  it, may 
be rakher remote, do the functioning of the human, brain, and genetic algorithm, 
bwed on a rewmblance to evolutionary processes- Surety thme ~ t s  of methods 
belong, together wi%h many others, mostly 1 3 ~  yet undiseover&, to a huge class of 
computational CAS, with common hatures that will be we11 worth identieing and 
understanding. Some of the new camputational methods may exhibit similmities 
to the operation of na;t;ural CAS that we know, such ars the immune system, but 
others may be quite unlike any xla;t;urtal process familiar to us. 

A GAS gathers information about its surroundings and. about itself and its own 
behavior, at  a certain level of coarse grdning. The time swim that reprments t h i ~  
information can sometimm be approximated by a, steatc2y one, although in general it 
is changing with time, f"I.equentty in ways that depend on the systenn?~ b~ktehwior, and 
the surroundings are often coevolving. The are general charscteristics 
of a GAS: 

1. Its experience can be thought of m a set of data, usually input -+ output data, 
with the inputs ofLen including system behavior ecnd the outputs a&en including 
egects on the system. 

2. The vstem idenlifies perceived regularities of certain kinds in %he experience, 
even though sometimes regularities of those kinds are overhoked or random 
features misidentified W regultzrities. The remaining information is treated as 
random, sad much of it ahen is. 

3, Experience is not merdy recorded in a loohp tab)@; insted, the perceived r eg  
ularikies are compressed i a o  a schema. Mutation processes of various sorts give 
rise to rival schemata. Emh schema provides, in its own way, some c~mbination 
of description, prediction, and (.whe?re behavior is concerned) prescriptions for 
action. Those may be provided even in CWM thai; have not been encountered 
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before, and then not only by interpolation and extrapolation, but oRen by much 
more sophisticated extensions of experience. 

4. The results obtained by a, schema in the real world then feed back to aEect its 
standing with respect to the other schemata with which it is in competition, 

Now the feedback process need not be a clear-cut one in which success is well 
defined and leads to survival of the schema while failure, equally well defined, results 
in i& disappemance. Fitness may be an emergent or even an ilbdefined feat;ure of 
the process; the effect on the competition among schexnata mny be only a tendency; 
and a demoted schema may be kept for use in a subordinate capacity or retained 
in memory while not utilized (it might, after dt, produce useful variants). The 
impadant thing is the nature of the selection pressures exerted in the feedbwk 
loop, wfr&her or not they are expressible in terms of a fitness function, (Similarly, 
physical forces may or may not be derivable from a weltdeiEned potential.) 

An excellent example of a CAS is the human scientific enterprise, in which the 
schemata are theories, giving predictions far cases that have not bwn obmmed be- 
fore. There is a tendency for theories t h d  give successful predictions (and exhibit 
coherence with the body of sucwssful theory) to msume a dominant position, al- 
though that is by no means a simple, mechanicd procedure. Older, less successful 
thwries may be retained as approximations for use in restricted sets of eircum- 
stances. Even wrong thmries are not necessitrily wholly forgotten, since they may 
inspire some useful theoretical work in the future, 

In. its application to the real world, a schema is in a sense reexpanded, reequip- 
ped with some of the arbitrariness of experience, some of the random material of 
the kind that was stripped away from the data when regularities were identifid and 
compressed. For imtance, a theory must be combined with boundary conditions in 
order to give a prediction. The additional data. adjoined to the schema may simply 
be part of the continuing stream of incarning data, which caxll;ain, in generd, the 
random along with the regular. 

In most CAS the level of the schemata and the level F$d which results are o b  
tained in the real world are entirely distinct. In the realm of biological organisms, 
that is the distinction between genotype and phenotype, where the phenotype de- 
pends not only on the genotype but on all the accidents of development that in- 
tervene between the DNA m d  the adult organism. However, in some cases, such 
as Tom Ray" world of digital orgmisms, the genowpe and phenotype are not 
physically dierent,  but distinguished only by function. His sequences of machine 
instructions play both roles. As Tom Ray remarb, certain theories of the origin of 
life on Earth wsert that RNA once behaved that way, both m bearer of information 
and as agent of chemical activi(;Y; before the appearance of organisms exhibiting 
separate genotype and phenotype.. 

Some new computer simulations of evolution try to include distinct genotypic 
and phenatypie levels. One that is under develogmerr(; at UCLA even simulates 
sexual reproduction, with haploid and diploid generations, and tries to test WilEiam 
Hamilton's idea that the principal utility of the male lies in. hlping to outrace 



enemiw, especially parsit-, by providing tbe oEspring with genetie diversity that 
would be lacking in parthenogenesis. 

Complex adaptaJion is to be contrwted with simple or direct adaptation, ;%l; in a 
thermostat, which just keeps mumbling to itself, ""l's too cold, it's too cold, it's too 
hot, it's just right, it's too cold," and so forth. In the 19408, the chemist Cyril (later 
Sir Cyril) Hinsbelwood put hrward a direct adaptation theory of the development 
of bacterial resistance to drugs, Genetic variation and selection were rejected in 
favor of a straight negative fwdbmk process in chemical reactions in the cell. The 
d n ~ g  interfered at first with the chemistry of the cell, but then the deleterious effects 
were mitigated as a result of reaction dmamics, and the mitigation wm transmitted 
mechanically by the baeteria to their progew in the course of cell division, There 
was no compression of regularities, no competition of schemata. 

Hinshelwoodk theory lost out, of course, but it has not been totally forgotten, 
and it now serves my purpose ss  an example of direct adiaptation rather than the 
operation of a GAS. Direct control mechanisms are common in na;t;ure and in human 
industry, and they farmed the subject matter of cybernetics half a century ago. 

The cybernetic: era was followed by the era of the expert system, employing a; 

h e d  "internd model" "signed using the advice af experts in a field, for instance 
a decision tree for medicd diagnosis. The expert system did not learn from the 
results of its work, however, It rernaixled fixed until id was redesigned. (Only if the 
human redesigners axe included can the expert system be regarded as a CAS, of the 
kind that involves ""dreeted evolution'kr ""artificiai sel ection," with humans in t be 
loop.) The new em of GAS in robatics and other such fields is the age of constructed 
systems that a~tuizfly learn, by formulating schemata subject to variation and to 
selection according to results in the real world. 

It is useful to distinguish various levefs of adaptrxtion. In particular, we can 
take the exmple of human societies, where a schem is a set uf customs, traditions, 
ntflhs, taws, institutions, and so forth, wh& Hazel Wenderson calls "culturd DNA.'? 
(The biologist Richard Dawkins has invented the word "meme" for a unit of that 
DNA analogous to a gene.) 

The scfiema-ta include prescriptions for collective behavior. A culture oper&ing 
on the bmis of a given sehema reacts to altered cirt,umstances such as climatic 
change, invasion, and so forth, in ways prescribed by that schema. If the climate 
turns warmer and drier, the response of a group of villages may be to move to 
higher elevations. In the event of attack by outsiders, the inhabitants of all the 
villages may retire to a fortified site, stocked with food and water, and sustain a 
siege. What happens at this level is something like direct adaptation. 

On. the next level, the society may change its schema when the prevailing one 
does not seem to have given satisfactory results. Instead of migration to the high- 
lands, the villagers may try new crops or new methods of irrigation or both. Instead 
of retreating to a fort, they may respond to invasion with a counterattack aimed at 
the enemy" heartland. 
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Finally, there is the level of Darwinian survival of the fittest (as in population 
biology). In some cases, not only does a schema fail, but the whole society is wiped 
out. (The individual members need not all die, but the society ceases to exist as 
a functioning unit.) At this level the successful schemata are the ones that permit 
the societies using them to sumive. 

Not only are these three levels of adaptation distinct, but the time scales asso- 
ciated with them may be very diaerent. Nevertheless, discussions of adaptation in 
the social. science literature sometimes fail to discriminate among the levels, with 
unfortunate results for clarity. 

The disappearance of societies is somevvhat analogous to the death of orgmisms 
or to the forgetting of ideas. Such phenomena are, of course, universal and not 
unrelated to the second law of thermodynamics. Still, over a given period of time, 
the importance of mortality can mry from one domain to another. 

In eases where death is very important at the phenotypic level, a crucial measure 
of success for a schema is phenotypic survival, and reproduction msumes great 
significance. Moreover, population can then supply a rough quantitative measure of 
fitness. In biology, one o&en follows the population of a cluster of genowpes such 
as a species or subspecies, and the clustering phenamnon is itself of wry great 
interest. One can also follow subpopulatians chmacterized by par%icular alleles of 
certain genes. 

By contrmt, there are situiztions where death is comparatively unimportant, 
whether at the genotypic or the phenotypic level. Qne schema can, dominate an- 
other without the losing one dhappearing; reproduction is not of owrwhelming 
interest; m d  population is not of critical importance m a measure of fitness, Con- 
sider individual burnan thinking, for example, Xf we try to grasp an issue more 
clearly t ha~ i  before, we may succeed in getting an idea that dispels a great deal of 
previous confusion and displaca, ta a considerable extent, earlier ideas, (That is 
not so emy, by the way, because existing idem entrench. themselves and we have 
a tendency to i.neergret new information at8 confirmatory, so that we dig ourselves 
deeper and deeper into what may be a quite umuitable hole.) Over time scales such 
that forgetting is not a crucial fwtor, replication and population are not particu- 
larly relevant concepts to the success of an idea in the thinking of an individual 
person. What matters most is that at the real world level one idea has received 
xxlore positive feedback than another and thus msurned a comparatively dominant 
position. Over a very long time scale, of course, every system eventually has to get 
rid of clutter in some way, so that ermure, forgetting, or some other kind of grim 
reaper has to  come into the picture, 

Looking at CAS overall, we see that fitness is a rather elusiw concept when it is 
endogenous. If an exogenous criterion is supplied, as in at mxhine that is designed 
and programmed d o  win at chess, then of course the feedback loop involvm cz well- 
defined fitness. Bud when fitness is emerge&, it is not, so easy to define without; 
a somewhat circular argument in which whatever wins is fit by definition, ark$ 
whatever is Et is likely to win. 



As everyone recognizes, fitness is even less well defined when it is acknowl- 
edged tha-t the surroundings of the syst;em are themselves undergoing change and 
oRen coevolving. In the latter cizse, fitness 'clandscapes," even to the extent that 
they could be defined for fixed surroundings9 now give way to a picture of shi&ing 
and interdependent landscapes for the diEerent adaptive components of the total 
system, 

The greatest difficulity in discusing fe&ures of a system that are "daptive" 
for that render it "'fit"') is the distinctim between what is adaptive and whnt; has 
resulted from a process of adaptation. The latter may often be maladaptive. Let us 
discuss some common reasons for that, 

The simplest renson is, of course, that a CAS ersgages, under the influence of 
selection pressures in the real world, in a search process over the abstract space 
of scbem%tca that is nwessarily imperfect. Even if futness is we11 defined, a system 
that; merely searches for local maxima by "h31 climbing on a landscape"" would most 
often. get stuck on a molehill. To have a chance to find mountains marby; the search 
process must include other features, such as noise (but not too much noise) or else 
pauses in climbing to allow for free exp1or;zt;ion. Naturally, schemata that are rnare 
or less maladaptive are often selected. 

Apparently maladaptive schemata offten occur for another reaon, namely that 
the system is not defined broadly enough to encompass all the important; selection 
pressures that are operating on the schemata concerned. For example, in the scb 
entific enterprise, it would be a mistake to ignore the pressures other than purely 
scientific an= "cat aEect the viability of a, schema, wpecially in the short run. Sci- 
entists o&en exhibit human frailw? and issues of jealousy; greed, and the misuse of 
povver may play a role in the fate of thwries; even observational data are occasion- 
ally falsified. Of course it is equally foolish to exaggerate the importance of these 
extra-scientific selection pressures and to ignore the powerful correcting eEeet that 
comparison with nature keqs  supplying. 

The prevalence of prescieaific theories, such as those associ&ed with sym- 
pizt;hetic magic, provide even more striking samples of the breadth of selection 
pressures. Suppose the members of a tribe beliew in the eacacy of bringing rain 
by pouring out on the ground water obtained in a specid place in the moun_tains. 
Clearly it is not carefully controll?d comparison with results that sustains faith 
in the procedure, but selection pressurm of very diEerent kinds. For instance, the 
autfioriw of powerful individurtts or groups may be enhanced by the prevalence of 
belief in the ceremony, which mmy, in addition, be part of a whole set of customs 
that cement the bonds holding the society together. 

More gener~lly, it is significant th& m y  CAS is a pattern-recognition device 
that seeks to find regularieies in experience and compress them into schemata. OEten 
it; will find fake regulwities where there is in fact only randomness. A great deaf of 
superstitious belief can probably be attributed simply to that effect, which rnigfit 
be tabeled the "selfish schema." (I have already mentioned how new data are ofien 
interpreted so as to strengthen an existing belief.) 
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Of course, a CAS will often err in the other sense and overlook regularitim, Both 
types of mror are presumably universal. In the rcjalm of human beliefs, overlooking 
otrviclus regula~ities can usually be idenLified with denial, It is striking that in human 
beings both superstition and denid are typiclzlly wociated with the nlleviatiorr of: 
fear: in the f-ormer ewe feat: of the rmdom and uncsntrollabile and in the latter cme 
Tear of regufarities th& are all too evident, like the cereainty sf death. 

Another exampile of the breadth of sele~tion pressures comes up in studying 
the evolution of human languages. Were one shauld first of all distingukh several 
diEerenl CAS, at different levels and on diEerent time scdes. One is the evolution, 
over hundreds of thousands or milliom of years, of the biological capmity to use 
languages of the modern type. Another is the evolution of those languages them- 
selves, wer  thousands or tens of thousands of pars.  Yet another is the learning of a 
naive language by a child, Consider the second of t h e ~ e  three systems, concentrat- 
ing for example on the evolution of grammar and *onology. Qne encounters, of 
course, the usual mixture of fundamental rules (in this case the Cginnate'kconstraints 
an grammar and phonology determined by biological evolulion), frozen accidents 
or founder eEeets (in this cme arbitrary choices d e  in ancestral languztg;~ that 
may have been transmitted to their descendants), md what is adaptive (in this 
e s e  feaures th& m a h  far more eBective communication). However, the selection 
pressures in linguistic evolution are not wholly linguistic. A pea t  deal depends an 
whether a pmple speaking one language is more advanced culturally or stronger 
militarily than a people speaking mother language, Such matters may easily have 
a gre&er eEect on the f ~ t e s  of the two languaga than which one is more convenient 
for communication. 

Another common rewon why maladaptive features arise &am a process of adap- 
tation is that time scales are mismatched. When circumstances change much more 
rapidly than the response time of the CAS, traits occur that may have been adap- 
tive in the past but are so no longer. For instance, global elmate change on a scale 
of a few d e c d w  will not permit the same kind of ecalogicd adaptation that would 
be possible in the cme of much slower change, 

The human tendency to form groups that don't get along with one another, 
bwed on what are somedim- rather minute diEerences that an outsider would 
barely perceive, may be t;a a considerable extent an inherited tendency, even though 
it is fortun&ely subject to modification. through cuEture. X f  a, hereditary caxxlpo- 
nent is really involved, it may have been adaptive under the conditions that pre- 
vailed many tens of thousands of p a r s  ago. For example, it could have served d 0  
limit the size of the populatian in a given area to a number that the arccta could 
support. Nowadays, in a world aE destructive weapons, the tendency seems quite 
maldapdive. 

The phenomenon of imprinting provides an extreme case of the mismatch of 
time scales. A greylag goose that glimpsed Konrad Larenz insted of its mother 
when it was first hatched vvm condemned to treat Lorenz as its mother ever &&er, 
The process s E  imprinting, which works fine in the more common case when the 



gosling sees its real mother, compromised forever the chances of a normal goose life 
for any go~lirlg that saw Lorenz instead. 

A milder phenomenon is that of windows of maturation. Bkla Julesz emphasizes 
that certain abnormalities in vision have to  be corrected early in childhood if they 
are to  be corrected a t  all. In the case of Iearning deficits, it is important for wblic 
policy to  know the extent to which they must be remedied during the fifst two 
yeas  or so of life and tlne extent to whiGfi plmticity of the central nervous system 
permits them t o  be dealt with later by such programs as Wead Start. (Of course 
the chmces of success of Head Start are in any cme compromise$ if the duration 
and intensity of the program are insufficient, as they o&en are.) 

We must pay attention to time scales for other reizsons its well. andamentat  
rules on one scale of space and time may reveal themselves to be the results of 
frozen accidents on a larger scale. Thus the rules of terrestrial biology (such as the 
occurrence of" DNA based on the nucleotidesj abbreviated A, C, G, and 'I') may turn 
out to represent just one possibility out of very many- On a cosmic scale of space and 
time, the earthly rules would then have the character of a frozen accident or founder 
eEecti. Th& is already widely believed to  be the case for the occurrence of certain 
right-handed molecules in important biological contexts where the corresponding 
l@&-banded molecules do not occur. (Attempts to derive that symmetry from the 
lea-hsndedness of the weak interaction for matter, as opposed ta  antimatter, do 
not seem to have succeeded.) 

Some of the most interesting questions about CAS have to do with their rela- 
tions to  one another, We know that such systems hwe a tendency to spawn others. 
Thus biological evolution gave rise to  thinking, including human thought, and to  
mammalian immune ~ystems; human thought gave rise d o  camguter-b~ed GAS; 
and so on. In ddi t ian,  CAS are oken subsystems of others, as an immune system 
forms part of an organism. Often, a CAS is a collectivity of adaptive agents, each 
a CAS in its awn right, constructing schemata describing one another's behavior. 
One of the most important branches of the emerging science of CAS concerns the 
inclusion of one such system in another and the functi~niag of collectivities such as 
ecological communities or markets, 

One class af composite CAS of particular interest cansists of natural or 
computer-based systems with human beings "in the loop," as in the breeding of 
animds or plants (what Darnrin called artificial selection as opposed to  rraturd 
selectim) or rzs in a computer syst,em that creates picturcs by presenting ct human 
being with successive choices of alterations in an initial pattern. 

Pure computer-based CAS can be used for adaptive computation, for model- 
ing or simulating in a crude fashion some natural CAS, and for study as examples 
of GAS. In all three eizpacities, they illustrate that astoxrhhingly great apparent 
complexity can emerge from simple rules, alone or accompanied by a stoehastic 
process. It is always a hcinating and useful exerelse to  try to prune the rules, 
making them even simpler, while retaining the apparent complexity of the conse- 
quences. Such investiga(;ions will g rdud ly  lead do a mathematical science of rules 
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and consequences, with theorems initially conjectured on the basis of examples and 
then proved. 

ALpplicEttjions to natural or Isehwioral sciences require, at a minimum, not just 
those abstract prapo~itioxls about rules and consequences but also additional infor- 
mation spf;cif;ying situaLtions simulating in same convincing way ones that arise in 
the science in question. 

Still more information; must be supplied. if the computer model is to have any 
relevance to policy. Conditions prevailing an the planet Earth, including human 
institutions as well as features of the biosphere, have to be at least vaguely recog 
xrtizable in the model. Even then, it is critical to use the results mainly as "prostheses 
for the imagination" in fforecmting or in discussing policy options.. Trying to fit pof- 
icy matters into the Procrustean bed of some mathematical discipline can have 
most unfortunate consequences. 

It is a major challenge to the Santa Fe Institute to try to construct bridges 
connecting these diRerent levels of abstr mtion, while maint aining the distinctions 
among them. 

When we ask general qumtioxls about the properties; of CAS, as opposed to 
questions about specific subject matter such as cornputer science, immunology, 
economies, or policy matters, a ~xseful way to proceed, in. my opinion, is to refer to 
the parts of the CAS cycle, 

I .  coarse graining, 

I l ,  identification of perceived regularities, 

11 I. compression into a schema, 

IV, variation, of schemata, 

V, application of schemata to the real world, 

V!. consequences in the real world exerting selection pressures that; affect the com- 
petition among schemata, 

as well as to faur other sets of issues: 

Vt l. comparisons of time and space scales, 

VIII. inclusion af ClAS in other GAS, 

IX. the specid cme of htlrnnns in the loop (directed evolution, artificial selection), 
and 



X *  tfia specitf,l CE~SE? of c ~ m p ~ s i t e  GAS consisting of mmy GAS fdaptive agents) 
constructing schemata; describing ane another's behavior, 

Here, in outline form, is an illustrative list, arranged according to the categories 
named, of a few featurw of GAS, most of them already being studied by members 
of the Santa Fe Institute family, that seem to nwd hrther investigation: 

l. Coarse Graining 

1. Badeoffs between coarseness for manageability af inf~rmation! and fineness for 
adequate picture of the environment. 

!l. Sorting Out of Regularities from Randomness 

I. Comparison with distinctions in computer science between intrinsic program 
and input data. 

2. Possibility of regarding the eEiminatian of the random component as a kind of 
further coarse graining. 

3. Origin of the regularities in $he fundmentat laws of nature and in shared 
causation by pwt accidents; branching historical trees and mutual information; 
branching hiskorical trees and thernnodpamic depth. 

4. Even in an ingnite data stream, it is impossible to recognize all regularities. 
5. For an indefinitely long data stream, algorithms for diskinguishing regularities 

belonging to a class. 
6.  Tendency of a GAS to err in both directions, mistaking regularity for random- 

ness and vice versa.. 

I tit. Compression of Perceived Regularities into a Schema 

1. If a CAS ia studying =&her system, cr, set af rules describing that system is a 
schema; length of such a schema as effective complexity of the observed system. 

2. Importance of potential complexity, the effective complexity that may be 
achieved by evolution of the observed system over a given period of time, 
weighted according to the probabilities of the different future histories; time 
be& measured in units refliecting intervals between. chartges in t;he observed 
system (inverse of mut;at;lon rate). 

3. DadeoEs between m a i m u n ~  fewible compression and lesser degree that can 
permit savings in computing time and in time and difficulty of execution; con- 
necLion with tradeoffs in cammunicat;ion theory-detailed inhrmation in data, 
b ~ e  versus detailed information in, each message and language efficiency versus 
redundancy far error correction. 

4. Oversimplification of schema sometimes adaptive for CAS at phenotypic (real 
world) level. 

5. Hierarchy and chunking in the recognition of regularities. 
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tV, Variation of Schem&a 

1. In biological evolution, as in many other cwes, varintion always proceeds step 
by step from what already is available, even when major changes in organization 
occur; vestigial features and utilizatisn. of exi&ing structures Eor new functions 
are characteristic; are there CAS in which; schemata can change by huge jumps 
all at  once? 

2. Variable sensitivity of yhenotypic manikstation to diWIerent changes in a schema; 
possibiliw in biologicd cMe of long sequences oZ seherniteic changes with little 
pbenotypic change, foliowed by major phenotypic '"puctuations;" "nerdity of 
this phenomenon of "dri&.72 

3. Clustering of schemata, aa in subspecies and species in biology or quwispecies 
in theories of the origin of life or word order patterns in linwistics--generality 
of clustering. 

4. Possibility; in certain kinds of CAS, of largely sequential rather than simultai- 
nmus variants. 

V, Use oE t;he Seherna (Reexpansion and Application ta h a 1  \jVortd) 

1. Met hods of incarporation of (largely randam) new data, 
2. Description, prediction, prescribed behavior-reldions among these functions. 
3, Sensitiviity of these operations to variations in new data. 

Vt. Se1ect;ion Pressures in the Real World Feeding Back to AEect Competition of 
Schema;ta 

1. Concept of GAS still valid for systems "l rrvvhh ""dath'kan be approximately 
negEect;ed and reproduction and population may be correspondingly unimpor- 
tant. 

2. Exogenous fitness weltdefinecl, as in a machine to play chechrs; when endoge- 
nous, a elusive concept: attempts to define it in various fields, along with seeking 
ma im& on "landscapes,'" 

3. Noise, pauses for exploration, or other mechanisms required for the system to 
avoid getting stuck at minor relative maim&; sumey of mechanisms employed 
by digerent systems. 

4. Procedures to use when wlection pressures are not derivable from a fitness 
funetion, as in neural nets with (realistic) unsymmetrical coeff-icients. 

5. Possible approaches ta  the cwe of coevolution, in, which the fitness concept 
becomes even mare QiEeult to use. 

6. Situations in which maladaptive schemata occur b ~ a u s e  of mismatch of time 
scales. 

7. Situiztions in which malaalaptive schemata occur because the system is defind 
too narrswly, 



8- Siturttions in which rndadaptive schemata occur lsly chance in a CAS operating 
straight forwardly. 

VII,VIII. Time Scalt~s; CAS Included in Others or Spawned by Others 

I. Problems involved in describiag interactions a m n g  CAS rel&ed by inclusion 
or generation and operating simuXl;aneousty on dtigerent levels and on diBerent 
time scales. 

IX. CAS with Humans in the Loop 

l. Information about the properties of sets of explicit; and implicit human prefer- 
ences revealed by such systems. 

X .  CAS Composed of Many Coadapting GAS 

1. Importance of region between order and disorder for depth, eEeetive complexity, 
etc. 

2. Possible phase transi?tion in that region. 
3. Possibility of very great eEective comp1exit;y in the transition region. 
4. Possibility of egcient izdaptatisn in the transition region. 
5 .  Possibility of reIation to self-organized criticalitp 
6. Passible derivations of scaling (power law) behavior in the transition region. 
K With all scales of time present, possibility of universal computation for the 

system in the transition region. 
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GOWN: If the language is dynamic and daptive, to what extent do= 
the grammar permit you to describe such changes? 

GELL-MANN: I don% Lknw exactly how to answer that, but f can mswer a 
related question that may be of interest. 

There are a lot of things called grammaticd univemals, rules that are true of 
grammars of all known human languages. They are usually of the "3-then" hrm, 
and they often refer to things like ward order. Others are very simple and are not 
of the "8-then" "for- For example, all known human languages have prsnaum, and 
every known human language hm a genitive construction of some kind. Some rule8 
are like the &flowing, I f  a language has a special! form for t h w  ohjets, then you 
may be sure it also has a spacid form far two objects. There" s o  tmguage with a 
singular, a form for three objects, and a plural, without a, form for two objects as 
we1 l, 

These grammatical universals are supplemented by grmmattiea1 
near-universds, ar sta6i~Lic&l universals, which start out 'For all known human 
languages except one or two, the following rule holds. . . ." Now, some of the people 
who study uniwrsals me very pure, rigid, dogmatic Chomkyans, who concentrate 
on imat;e, preprogrammed, bblogically evolved rules and insist that; gramm&ical 
universals must reAe~t only thosr: rules. Other linguists study the utility of some of 
these rules in communication, and they say many of them could simply keep arising 
in the course of linguistic evolution. Other universds may be the results of frozen 
 accident;^. If modern krurnan languages go back only something of the order of lo5 
years, then they m w  have features that me simply hherited from a unique ac&ral 
tiongue, 

All of these three mechanisms may be present, m we11 as mi~rr res  of them. But 
the most important property of linguistic evolution is that language isn't a closed 
system, A society hrts lots of characteristics eiated wi%h it besides language, 
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and the death of a language may be caused by events that have nothing to do with 
language W dl.  Linguistic evolution is a complicated businessl and people who try 
to simplify it, by looking at only one mpect, are doing the subject an injustice. 

VVALDRQP: In terms of takng experience and comprmsing that into a 
sehema as opposctd to a look-up table: look-up tables are fa&, whereas expanding 
a schema can be slow, depending on the processing pawer of the machine youke 
doing it on. 

GELL-MANN: Correct. I: refer you, to my abstract where I wrote the follow- 
ing (this is under ""compression of perceived regularities1": "2. nadeoffs between 
mmimum feasible compression and lesser degree of compression which can permit; 
savings in computing time and in time and diEculty of execution. Connection with 
trdeoEs in communication theory, detailed inhrmstion in the data bme, versus 
detailed infsrmation in each message. Language efficiency versus redundm~y for 
error correction." Here I%e consulted with Charlie Bennett, and John Holland, 
who really know about these matters, and they tell me that such tradeoiffi3 are of 
very great importmce. So I completely agree with you. 

MAU FFMAN: Concerning the fundamental distinction youke rxtabng be- 
tween direct adaptation and complex adaptive systems. Let me take what might 
be a form of the strong mtificial life claim, that anflhixtg you can do with neurons 
and computer chips I can do with molecules. Consider E. mti, which has something 
"cdld the lac operon in it. The hnction of the lac operon is that when lactose comes 
into E. coli, it binds to a receptar molecule, Normally the receptor molecute sits 

called the operatar-and stops transcription of the lactose enc. But 
when lactom is in the cell, the lactose binds to the repressar molecule and pulls it off 
the operator thereby allowing transcription so that E. eoki now metabolizes lactose, 
The paint here is when you're trying to draw the distinction betwen something 
called ""drect daptation" of E, coli becoming resistant to a toxin, which it might 
do ;For example by evolving a new protein, or evolving new regulatory circuitry to 
switch on in the prmence of that toxin, which commonly happens, then if E. col$ 
can do it, what;." the distinction between, E, eoli doing direct adaptation to toxins, 
and the distinction, you want. 

GELL-MANN: If it happens genetically; itiis not direct daptatian. 

W U  FFMAN: So why isn't that a complex adaptive system? 

GELL-MANN: It is. I said genetic adaptation was. 

MUFFMAN: I thought you said that direct adaptation is nat complex. 

GELL-MAPJN: I said Winshelwood's kind of direct adaptation wm not. If you 
are discussing genetic adapt&ion which I do not call direct;, then you are deding 
with complex adaptation, 
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Oh. Well, what" excluded? 

GELL-MANN: What is excluded is a case where you have simple cybernetic 
feedback without compression, without what, in biology, usually goes through the 
genes. In biology, compressed information is usually genetic. 

COWAN: Hinsbelwood did it by a chemical rewtion in one pneraticln. 

KAUFFMBN: But suppose that that worked, suppose that you pulled out a 
modification in a protein molecule so that it is now a new protein. A Lamarckian- 
modified molecule would not have compreslsed information, 

GELL-MANN; ThzlC5s aalf right;. Uou can imagine a biological process that; 
involves compression of information and that does go on in the same generation, 
without genes, and that would still be a complex adaptive system. It would be a 
new, hiti_the&o-undiscovered one, or mwbe one that" bmn discovered alredy but 
is obscure. 

KAUFFMAN: So your distinction, is betwmn whether or not the process that 
does the recognizing and reacting somehow compresses its description. . . 
GELL-MANN: I distinguish between compressing a lot of experience into a 
small message and a look-up table,. Most of the cybernetic devices that we discussed 
50 p a r s  ago did not have the faculty of compression, 

ANDERSON: Coufdnk the degree of eomprcj-ssion be a criterion, r&her than 
a memure of complexi(;y? In the case of scientific theories it very o&en is, if one takes 
the Bayesian attitude that a simple theory is intrinsically better than a complex 
theory- 

GELL-MANN: Yes, I agree. I think you could use it as a quantitatim xnewure, 
also. But f don% know exactly hour. 1; don't know whether to take ratio of numbers 
of bits, or what. But there probably is some quantit;a;tive meaure that; we use. 

PINES: A commend: As you remarked, the scientific enterprise is a 
good example of a complex adaptive system, and so are we all. And in a sense, I 
think it's interesting to view this workshop ss a complex sdaptive system in which, 
in a sense, the selection pressures have to  do with which, if any, of those guiding 
principles have general applicability. Then I can imagine several ways of trying to 
test this. One, might be that; m arrive E& a consensw that some of these work, some 
don't. But I'm not sure that's enough. T mnder if we sbouldnk-as we look at; each 
of these principles-ask the question, "Can I compare it to an experiment, or series 
of experiment$ Can E compare it to a series of observatioas?'Wr finally, ""Can I 
carry out a set of computer sirnulations to test the principles involved?" h a k e  
this cornrrrd in the hope that m we go along; in the meeting, we'll address these 
issues, and each of the principles, from this point of view: How does it vvork? Does 



it really work when ftpplied to prmtice? And finally, a Eurther question: Do any 
of the principles possess any predictive power in dealing with a particular simple 
system? 

GELL-MANN: I don% think it's such a, simple ma;t;ter as just saying, "Thr?se 
are theories, and they should be tested by observation." "Jirzk it's s o r e  subtle. 
We structured the workshop so that during the first few days, some notions of 
general idem aE complex adaptive systems, and also nonadaptive complexity3 would 
be presented. Then there would be a few days of discussion by people who are 
experts in fields such as immunology, economies, adaptive computation, and the 
origin of lifevarious Eelds where the rubber hits the road, It", so to speak, our 
phenotypic arena. Although m dad t  ourselves do experiments, nevertheless, these 
are pmple who are in contact with experiment and whose thwries are intended to 
predict correctly the results of observations. Then we come back and reexamine the 
discussions that we%e hhad at the &ginning and see hovv we wad  to modify our 
original idem in the li& of criticism by the other general theorists, but especially 
in the light of what we've heard from the people who arc: doing the work in the 
specific fields. Now that;" sot quite the same W what you sdd. 

These proposals are not exactly theories. These are suggestions for haw to 
organize the work, and the test is not whether they're, so to speak, '%rue" or not 
(although I may have lied h r e  and there); the test is whether these are useful in 
organizing our thin&ng about all the things wekre going to hear about in the general 
session, and especially in the individual sesions on the individual subjects. That's 
what we'll came back and discuss during the last day or so: haw we want to madie 
our general ways of talking, in the light of their utility not so much in the lab as in 
the discussion, Those are my views of the selection, presures on the general ideas, 

PINES; Now my question: why do you think so much more attention 
has been paid to trying d o  arrive at quantitative memures of camplexity, and so 
little &tention, relatively speaking, to quantitative mesures of adwtion? 

GELL-MANN: X think that we have not had a lot of attention do either, 
in the sense of complefity that fke  tried to illustrate here. What's happened iis 
we%e had a lot of izttention to quantitative merzsures of complexity defined 
by mathemati~iam~ for mathematicians, in rni"Lthemntical contexts. And th&% so 
wonder. But the kind of complexity we're talking about here is still a bit ill-defined, 
id" quite subjective, as we've discussed, And likewise adaptation, evolution, and so 
on are tricky to work with, These are less clear-cut mathematical problem, and 
there has been less attention to them. Hawever, in certain fields, like mathematical 
population biology, we End &tention paid to clew-cut discussion of the issuw. 

FELDMAN: One of the answers to thitt; is that each of the diisciplines 
comes a,t the definition of abaptation in a diEerent wa;y; and in biology you don't 
oRen mewure adapt ation, They memure, EIS y-ou said, fitness digerences-relative 
fitnesses. In the experimental computer science that Ike seen, at Santa, Fe Institute 
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the criterion for adaptation is given to you before you begin, namely, you want to see 
the process which leads to the best version of this program, or the best instruction. 
You know what the criterion for adaptation is. Biologists, on the whole, don't do 
that. 

GELL-MANN: But I think there isn't yet much of a general thwry, apart 
from biolqy, apart from cornpaer science, apart from. other particulnr disciplinm. 
1 don" think there" been much work on pattern recopition compression, and 
especially vrtriation and selection, as general phenomena rather than in conne&ion 
with biology, L h i n E ~ ,  computers, or wh;at;evt;r. What 1" proposing here is that it 
might be usehl to think of them in that way. 

JEN: I was confused by the distinction you were making in the 
context of speciation and evolution af individuality between physical and biological 
systems. It led me to think about what other sort of fundamental distinctions 
there are, what other contexts in which you think there are actuafly fundmeaal  
distinctions betwmn physical and nonphysical systems (though 1" not even sure 
what a physicd system is). Given the fact that you think that there are such 
distinctions, rand given the fact that we are as a group, by and lage, mostly people 
coming from the physical sciences looking at the nonphysical, sciences, how should 
this aEect our choice of what problems to work on, given the faet that we have so 
muck er?lttusi~m now for looking at everything. You believe, for instance, that a 
process like evolution of human language is in fact trwtable, or susceptible to these 
methods of analysis which is not at all a p r r ; o ~  obvious, because of the f a t  that it 
is so diEerent from what we know from physical science. What is the scope of things 
that we can look at, and what is the scope aE things that weke really presumptuous 
to be thinking about at this point? 

GELL-MANN: f spoke rapidly about diEerenees, and of course f ryas eliding 
differences which in my writing I've tried to make more explicit, 

There is na nonphysical system in the universe, according to the beliefs of ev- 
erybody in this room, I don't think that anyone here would believe that there are 
fundamental "vital forces" which are outside of physics and chemistry, and govern 
life X don" imagine there" anyone in this room who believes that there are funda- 
mental "mental" processes that govern thinking and that are outside of biology and, 
therehre, outside of physics and ehemis$ry- When I made the distinction between 
physical evolution and the kind we're talking about here X meant only that there 
are properties of complex adaptive systems--which f tried to describe--which are 
largely abse& as far as we know in whole clwses of physical evafution: evolution 
of gdaxies, of stars, of planets, and so on. We have no evidence of compression, 
schemata, variation of schemata, selection; maybe they exhibited these phenomena, 
but if so we don't know about it. 

I've used the issue of turbulence, for example, as a case. We know that tur- 
bulence in a complicated pipe with changing shape has little eddies in it, and the 



little eddies s p w n  smaller eddies, and the smdler &dies spawn smdler eddies, and 
certain eddies find their way through the pipe successfully and live to reproduce 
with lot;@ of- littte tiny eddies. Other eddia don% make it through the pipe. Now, 
are we talkirtg there about sdti~tion and evolu2;ion in the biological sense? Well, 
probably not, because we don't hwe any evidence that these eddies are doing the 
work of perceiving regularitia? compressing them, and then constructing variant 
compressed schemata, that undergo selection, Rather the selstion of eddim smms 
to be taking place on the surface, with loak-up tables. Of course, we don't tlnow 
%hat, for sure. 

So you are rig& to be shpticd, if thlzt is the attitude youke expressing. Dsyne 
Fstrmer has phrwed it very well in saying that he would like some day  to understand 
how, horn the equations or the rule-based mathematics far a system, one could tell 
whether i-t; W= making a compressed model of its environment and of its own 
behavior. In other words, could you tell from a mathematicd dacription whether 
the sy&em is going beyond the physics and chemistry that every-t;hing shares to 
complex adizptive behavior. We don% h o w  how to do that, and it would be an 
interesding chalfenge. 

LANGTON: You m d e  the statement that the difference be-een learning 
and culture and evolution is that evolution doesn't t a k e  big leaps, 

QELL-MANN: No, no. Biological evolution, I said, tends not to make big 
jumps bud worb with what it roeeeds by modifications of what is $her 
organs that are there, for exam new hnc-tions. You can see $hat in, societies, 
also. The British, for example, are very good at this. They have the Privy Council, 
which used to  supply advice at  the highest level to the ruler. The ruler doesn't 
rule anymore, but simply reigns; they've still l~o t  the Privy- Council, however. So 
what do they do with it? Well, they make it an advisory committee an science, for 
example, Human thinking may have the possibility, occasionally, of operding in a 
CfiRerent mode where you make a big jump. However, some investigators think that 
isn't so. . . 

ANDERSON: f don% think it's so. X don% bbelieve that the brain m a h  such 
big leaps, 1% always uses something it already has. 

LANGTQN: To Aip the coin, I also think it k also true tblzt, evolution some- 
times (rarely) does make very big leaps. For instance, the Cambrian explosion, the 
evolution s f  multicelltrlarity, or the origin; of eub rp t i c  cells. ., . 

GELL-MANN: Those look like very rapid processes view& from the present;, 
because they took place billions of years ago, but they took awhile. 

LANGTON; X'm not sure f sec; such a: big diEerence. . . 
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GELL-MANN: In my opinion there is a significant diEerence. I think that an 
engineer designing something-a hypothetical engineer, maybe not a real gradu&e 
of an engineering school-could make a more rapid jump than a gene. But T could 
be wrong. VVe should try to find some quantitative measure of jumping and see 
whether it% true. 

FONTANA: Tbe basic difference that I believe to have caught in the first 
two talkrs. . .your talk wm centered around the genotypephenotype distinction, This 
is actually the essential distinction that ww lacking, it seeme$ ta me, in the con- 
sideratiorrs $h& Phi1 was making. 

GECt-MANN: Until today I always said it  w s  essential, and today li pizrtially 
to& it back, in the wnse that there are cases where the two are physical& the same. 

FONTANA: I" dike to convince you to draw this distinction more rdically, 
actually, Because that is exwtly the distinction that physics is lacking (I mean a 
trditional way of thinking in physics). This distinction mtually has its counterpart 
in mathemitdics, and in particular in a theory of mathematics cdded recursive func- 
tion theory. There the distinction goes under the heading ""Qbject and finction." 
A function, for a mathematician-prior to recursion thmry-er for a set theoreti- 
cian, was essentially a, phenotype. So all functions were phenotypes. There were 
infinite arrzzys of facts, d l  of which were mostly ascidental. Now if you take such an 
infinite array of: f w t ~ $  of input-output piZItrs, and you can express it in terms of a 
rule by capturing a pattern in this infiniee series af facts, then you have constructed 
rz computable function, 50 recursion theory strikes me a~ being the most basic, and 
the first mathematical theory about compression at  all, because it tells p u  what 
you can express with finj;t;e means. Xt tells you which phenotypes have a genotype, 
so to speak, in an abstrwt sense, in a very general sense. 

In Ghis rwpect T would say that it is not true that, for example, if p u V  dike to 
include Tom Ray's work in, F u r  definition of complex adaptive systems, I think you 
can still do it because I believe that in Tom's work there is  a clear-cut distinction 
between a genotype and phenotype bmause the program is a genotype, but a pro- 
gram is also a hnction. It% s sseies of input-output pairs that can be captured by 
a pattern which is the program, but nevertheless the program is just a specification 
of wtions so it has a phenotype, obviously. 

GEL-L-MANN: But in a wnse it's the same thing. 

FONTANA: No, it's nod the same thing. If 1 write down the function ''z2,'' 
that's nat the same thing as the Eunction that maps any natural nurrrber z2. 

GELL-MANN: Whstt; yaukre swing is that the distinction has been corn- 
pressed very thin, bud it" sot absolutely zero. 



FOhlTANA: f think the distinction becomes very important particularly 
when we live in a finite world where a function, or an object that expresses a 
function, never sew the entire dom(z-ln over which it is defined, but only a tiny 
part. So you can have a function that is the identity only on a very specific domain 
but not in generd. I t  depends ort what other objects are there, This leads me to a 
seeonid brief comment. . . . 

ANDERSON: First this comment; you mentioned my talk, ]E think that this 
represents a misunderstanding of my =signed role in giving this talk and I do 
not like being used as  a straw man in this way. Essentially youke saying it's the 
diEerence between two historical eras, which X would certainly agree with. 1 W~ZS 

dmcribing all the historical approaches to complex dapt ive  systems and carefully 
avoiding any discussion of CASk tdhemselvm 

FONTANA: Let me add a brief remark. The interesting fact about recursion 
theory; if we would like to  take this as a model of an sGbstract genotype-phenotype 
distinction, is that id is constructive. That" s h y  I like it so much. It tells p u  
how you build new things-in F u r  terms, sczhemas-out of available ones in a to- 
tally nonrandom fmhion, without mutation or recombinzrttictn and sa forth, Clearly, 
mutation and recombination are events that are most important for an adaptive 
system, and a complex dapt ive  system seems to  me also to have a constructive 
part where p u  can% buy the actual numbers individualXy-you get them only as a 
pacbge and you get the entire structure implied by them. So, if you have elements 
in complex adaptive systems that are objects and functions a t  the same time, that 
are genowpes and phenotypes, then by virtue of their beixtg functions that e m  act 
on tEzese phenotypes, you get constructive efFects that are not taken into account 
by purely focusing on random mutation and recombination. 

GELL-MANN: What you're swing, if X may just put it in very simple terms 
so I can follow you, is &at while the distinctian has prflicticafly disqpeared in Tom 
Ray% work, and also in the RNA theory of the origin of life--becase we're dealing 
with the same agents, really, that are the chemical agents, and are the bearers of 
the infarm&ion-nevertheless, it's worth still making the distinction between these 
two roles and in that way we can preserve the genotype-phenotype distinction in 
a useful w;ly: Because in all the cases where it does exid, it is s very important 
distinction, preserving it in its degenerate form is a very good idea. 

FONTANA: Exactly I would say it occurs &ready with molecules, where 
you would say there is no such distinction. I would still make a distinction betvveerl 
the structure of a pmtein and the set of cllenzienf. reactions id can undergo, and 
these are just two examples. You can think the one as being a representation of the 
others, but they're two different functions, one is extensional and one is intensional. 

BROWN: Early on in your talk-pu went over this very rapidly-1 
think I heard you say that complex systems can exist, and actually can evolve and 
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develop if the environmenrt;, essential&, is a constant time series and doesn't change. 
I wonder if that is really correct,. . 
GELL-MANN: By time series withi constant properties I mean that it does 
have certdn reactions to what" done to it and reacts back on the sptem, but it 
does it in a constant way1 so to speizk. So wekre not including secular variation like 
changing of the earth"s atmosphere, and we're not including coevalution. 

BROWN: 1 want to challenge you. on that and ask whether these major 
extrinsic changes may not be very import;il,nt in the develvment of these kin& 
of systems, If we get to the question that Cbris Eangton asked about the leaps, 
for example, in biology and in ideas----I wonder if many times those leaps aren't 
triggered and in some ftmdamental ws~y causd by a change in the environment. 
One way to get off' the hill, to use the metaphor, is to change the landscape so the 
peak of the hill no longer is the top of the mountain. That involves potentidly a 
major emironmental change* 

GELL-MANN: I think p u k e  rig& in many cases, and in fact 1 have a whole 
hich I will not inflict on you, n getting creative ideas, which depextds 

precisely on. thtzt point: that one can search for artificial stimuli to get one out of 
traps, out of idea traps, to other regions where the better ideizs may lie, through a 
changed environmexlt. But what X warrt;ed to say wm sam&hing slightly diEerent, 
X wanted to say that you can. still maintain the definition of a complex adaptive 
system and study some of its properties by idedizirrg, by ignoring the change in. the 
time series represented by the ewironment, and by ignoring coevolution. You will 
not get many of the most important properties of real ones, buC you will still have 
something that would fall into the rubric of complex adaptive systems and would 
adapt to its environment. And that" worth studying, 1 believe, as a simple c a e  
that is still part of the general subject. But you're right; in most practical cases the 
changes are very important. 

ANDERSON: The fitness-nonfitness distinction is already available at the 
rather primitive level of spin glasses. You can deal with them as neural nets, and 
deal with them-as John Hopfield did-with a fitness landscape, And in fwt; all of 
the mathematics works perfectly well with asymmetric coeEcients. 

GELL-NANN: He ww able to translate what was done into the language 
of some kind of physics and that wizg .very nice. But it; wm also a step backwards 
because the people working on psychologicaf. models were already using the correct, 
nonsymmetric coeficieflt;s- 

ANPERSON: But one can now deal with this ma;thematicaIly and formally 
without; assuming a fitness (Lyapunov) function. 



BUSS; X have a comment our these definitional issues and then a ques- 
Lion for the speakers" The suggt3stion was made by Murray that one of the !serengths 
of science is th& there" some mild selection pressure on being corrwt. E would con- 
tend tb& another stren@h of science is that the definition of what you are working 
on is not a problem internal to the science itmlf. I think that if you look at fields 
where definition of your activity is in fact internal. to the diseiplin 
philosophy--there is not quite the same illusion of progress as you have in other 
discipline. 

GELL-MANN: We've seen a lot of that in recent yeas in the penetration of 
what are fundamentally political disputes into the philosophical bases of various 
subjects. In archeology; for ~txample, it" been a terrible problem, now receding. 
Youke right, That kind of debate in a scientific field can be devwtating to scientific 
progress. 

That was why I mentioned three diEerent ways in which a society can "dapt,'" 
and haw futile disputes about which of those is neatly adaptation, which of those is 
reall9 evolution, can cause the subject to grind to a halt. Is that; the sort of thing 
you mean? 

BUSS: I think it sgeab to how much discussion there need be about 
what complexity is. 

Now my qustion. I wm struck by the digerence betwwn Georgefs introduction, 
which focus& on levels of eompiexi2;yt the hierarchy of camplexity-how do you get 
chemistry out of physics, how do you, get biology out of chemistry, how do you get 
social systems out of biology-from the two largely methodological talks that fof- 
lowed, It wmnk oobviolas do me that the materia1 covered in. those two present&ions 
in any sense went to the heart of the emergence of new orga;rtiza;t;iax;taf. levels that 
George W= focusing us on. 

GELL-MANN: I think that's an excellent quest;ion. I don't have much that's 
intelligent do say about it, but that's not because I don't think it's a very important 
subject. 

There are, presumably, thresholds of complexity allowing certain kinds of sys- 
tems to function. And there is presumably some threshold of complexity for a 
complex adqtive system which is why we're allowed to call it a complex daptive 
systern Or, if not a threshdd, at least a, mslthemat;ical relationship, so that if we 
define the degree of compression, the deem of variation or selection, and so on, we 
can relate the complexity of the systerrt to those degrees. In other words, either a 
sharp threshold or s gentle one. Likewise, there's presumably same sort cif thresh- 
old for self-awareness, which would be very exciting to understand. And again, that 
may be sharp or it may be gentle. A& a piace like, this, one is presumably atlowed 
to mention comeiousnws--although there are a number of campuses where swing 
the ""G word" would lead to ostracism. 
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ANDERSON: I muld  agree with what Murra;y says very much; it's not that 
we don't agree, but we know less about that. Really, you build hierarchies--of 
course p u  build hierstrchies. 

EELL-MANN: Now on the other subject of what is Etlndamental, and how 
fundamen$al scieaee gives rise to sciences on other levels; th& T have written about 
a lot (but not here), and it's an important subject too---how particle physics and 
cosmology give rise to chemistry, giving rise to biology, and so on and so on, with 
the addition of new information at each stage. 

PINES: X want to go back to one of Murrw's point;s, wbich has been 
discussed a bit, that the digerence between, as he suggested, a biological system- 
which goes along pretty much as it has been, within a certain set of regularities, 
small chttnges, and so forth-as compared to a thought, human though, where one 
can suddenly get great leaps, or so one thinks. 

GELL-MANN: I said X thought that there w~ a quantitative digerence be- 
b e e n  the two, but pwple have disputed it. 

PINES: 3: think there is, and I would suggest that it's the difference 
between learning and innovation. [Id learning, in some sense, you're adapting to 
be able to recognize an existing set of pakterrrs, which are sort of spelled out for 
you by your environment, where= with innovation you may suddenly view thing;s 
digerently: The complex daptive system may be capable of saying, ""Hey, there may 
be a quite diEerent set of patterns out there other than those which the environment 
is providing to me." And X wonder if, in some poetic sense at  least;, this is also 
connected with the nation, of emergent behavior. Namely, that youke going slang 
with a system which seems to be, you know, bouncing up and down in sorne regular, 
or irregular, kind of way, and suddenly you fin ubject to a given set; of stimuli- 
that it quite changes its behaviar pattern. 

GELL-MANN: Let me argue on the other side, for a moment, since you%e 
taken my side. Ghris Lan@on isn't here, today; I'll argue on his side. 

I've thought some, and read a Lot, and written a little bit, abauk innovation in 
human thinking-in particular in connection with science, but also art and other 
subjects-and talked with a lot of practitiomrs of a11 sorts of subjects (in the 
arts, enginewing, and the seiemces). The methods seem to be very similar, and one 
thing that stands out is that usually the leap (if these is one), begins in, a negative 
way, by getting rid of some unarecessasy prohibition th& w m  adopoted a long time 
before along with a useful idea. Getting rid of that prohibition allows more frmdom 
than was though$ to exist, and it can lead quite rapidly to progrms in salving or 
formulating a problem. Perhaps the wrong Verbot holds back to normal form of 
progress by small tips, so that when the brain is removed, a longer tip can be 
taken. 
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ANDERSON: Let's say that our answers to LW kind of implied that e v e  
lution can make big jumps, because we were saying that there are quite diff~rent 
levels on the hierarchy and that they had to happen sometime. We have to have 
consciousness for the first time, in some sense. 

GELL-MANN: Well mslybe. That depends on how gemt;le the threshold is. We 
don't know bow sharp these thresholds are. 

PINES: Jim Brown makes the point that it may have a lot to do, in 
evolution at least, with a rapid change in the environment. And of course you can 
ask the same question about human innovation. 

LLOYD: Sdtal;icm (the theory of evolution by leaps and bounds), rather 
than gradualism, is a viable theory of evolution, at  any rate. 

GELL-MANN: There may be some planets an which it usually goes that way. 
On this planet it doesn" seem to be true, 

FELDMAN; This issue wm addressed extensively by Stzul Wright in the 
'220s and '3308, when he developed what he called the ""sifiing bdance" thmry. And 
it wm designed to hmdle this sort of thing. You can have an evolutionary system- 
a biological evolutionary system-going along, changing-in the Damixliw mnse, 
gradually-but w&h a number of digerent attracting points. Enviranmantd change 
has the property of cutting down the population's size in a nonrtzndom way, m 
that each segmemd is now put into the domain of attrwtion of a different attrmtor. 
That's the shifting balance theory But the long run of that is that you get an 
arrrty of ultimate phenotypes, causd by these gen~types, and it might have bmn a 
stimulus from an environmental change, but it wslsn't a large biological zlhmge at 
the level of the genotype that ww necessary for this. 

GELtMANN: L think that much discussians of this topic from now on should 
refer to Tom b y ' s  program, and also to other programs that people are developing, 
in some of which there is a physical distinction between phenotype and @notme. 
For example at  UCLA, they're working on such computer models of evolution, 
trying to test by computer modeling the idea of Hamilton and others, the idea 
%hat the value of sex-the role of *he mal m;zy have samething to do with resis- 
tance to short-generation parasites. But to take Tom Ray's only, he has some ver 
nice examples of cases where the situation is stable for a very very long t i  
apparently-but changes may be taking plwe that don't matter much for survival, 
and then all of a sudden, a&er a long period, huge changes in populatiom take 
place, as in the model of punctuated equilibrium. 

FELDMAN: The key issue is, is there a biological organism that does that? 

GELL-MANN: Yes that is the key issue. We have other ewes where organisms 
are very similar to what they used to be billions of years ago, like extremophiles in 
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hot deep izcidic waters, with sulf'ur . Now we don" know whether those are genetical& 
l i b  the very anciellC extremophiles, or whether they%e undergone a substantial 
amount of genetic change while remaining patenatypically very similar. It could be 
either wizy, and either way would be thmretically satisfmtory. We just don't know. 
But in any case it" a fact that there is a cme where the environment has changed 
very little, and where the phenotypic respome do that environment has ~ti~yedl more 
or less constant. It% like one of John Holland" cmes where the problem is so simple 
that it" solved by the computer, I mean, playing tic-$W-toe, for example. It's all 
very well to design a checkers automaton, or a C ~ = S  automaton, but a tic-tw-toe 
automaton canvergm quite rapidly ts something that p1 ays tic-tac-toe perfe&ly, It 
may change genotypica.lly after that, but if's sot going to change phenotypically 
because it already plays tic-tac-toe perfectly. 

BUSS: 1% like to disassociate the comments that I've m d e  with 
respeet to hierarchy of complexity from this issue of whether bblogicftl evolution 
can make leaps. There are cefiain clwses of leaps that are simply undeniable, and 
likely do involve something more than our conventional apparatus. For example, 
when we go from a prohy&ic cell .t;o a eubryotie cell, when we're combining two 
self-replicating entities to make a third class of self-replicating esxJit;El;ies-that is an 
organizinfcional shift that has happened biologically. It is clearly on iz diBerent grade 
than whether in fact you make a long bristle fast* There's a long history of the 
relative magnitude of changes within a given orgmizationd g rde ,  and the rate of 
their appeaance, and there are a wide number of scenarios that can predict the 
rate of your choice. But I would like to say that that" a different set of problems 
than the set of problems of how you get to new organizational classes in evolution, 
and those are nece~sarily rapid. 

MUFFMAN: S" struck, Phil, by the fact $bat youke drawing a dktinction 
betmen throating away irrelevant d e e m  of freedom, a system losing entropy and 
contracting down to a region of its phase volum and Murr;ly% statement about 
throwing away clutter, and compression. If you have a reversible dynamic& system, 
it" reversible, and you can% in that sense throw away degrws of Ereedom. It swms 
to me that there's a connection between the point that you've made and Murray's 
statements about compression. Then there" the question of what you mean by the 
relevant degrws of freedsrn in kmping them. The fundamental question is: relevant 
for wham? Attempting to describe that is inevitably ming to get us into a. notion 
of agency, For whom is it good and for wha;t; purposw? 

For a m p l e ,  if youfv@ got bugs--Daminian evolution with self-reproducing 
things-then X know how to answer the question "'for whom?" h& is it tmin, or 
food, for this bug? But more generally; one nmds mme sort o;E xlotion of relevance 
for whom, for what: what is becoming? And I think that it's fundamental, b u ~  I 
don" think id" sell-posed. 



GELL-RIIANN: 1 don" think that deriving the selection forces from a 
r even treating them necessarily as forces rizLher than a statistical dis- 

tribution of forces-is always possible. In specific cm- it may be, but as a general 
rule X think it's not, and therehre I wouldn't use a potential function as a fitness. 
I would just study the selection pressures as such. 

KAU FFMAN; Youke restating that it's s dynamical system. 

GELGMANN: Yes. The second thing I would s q  is that in comection with 
errt;ropy9 that it" by now well known, as a result of the work of Landauer, and 
Bennett, and Zurek, and Lloyd (and even me, to some extent), if you're going to 
consider entropy Erom outside the closed system, that's one thing. Then it just 
incremes in the usual way. But if you%@ going to consider id  from inside, with an 
observes, then every time that observer learns somdhing, on the averwe over which 
alternative occurs and is learned, the eEective entropy of the sygtem decreases, and 
keeps an deerewing, as more and more stuff is learned, provided you define entropy 
in the old way. And it% useful, therefore, to haw a newer definition of entropy in 
which p u  add in the dgorithmic complexity of the record. of what" been learned. 
In that cme, on the average, it continues to increw just as before. And that helps 
do clear up one or two points of confusion to which you alluded. 

In order to keep the second law of thermodynamics going, from the point of 
view of an observer inside the system, you have to modiQ the degxlition of exlLropy 
in this way. 

ANDERSON: Thme are paints you can argue indefiniteliy, and my answer 
is diEerent from Musray's and much more practicd: namely, there are no closed 
systems in the universe, and therefore what; would happen in a dosed sy&errr is 
irrelevant, Weke always radiating to somewhere and you%re alwatys adding in food, 
and this process of turning one into the other is what's hhappening. The second 
different; anmer I would make is that; the actual entropy in the information that 
you're using is so negligible compared to what you're using to function--what you 
must use to function, to function at some rewonable rat that you don't need to 
keep count of that. 

GELL-MANN: It is certainly negligible, compared with the usual entropy 
that we talk about in chemical processes. However, it's nnst negligible if youkre 
caneentra;ting on that issue. 

ANDERSQN: Yw. One should not concentrate on that issue, is my an- 
swer, But we have not really answered Stuk question which is a fascinating; and 

is there m  analog^. between Liauvillc" theorern in phme space 
and something like it in information space? 

WALDRQP: If T understand what John Hollmd has been telling us, the 
red distinction between Ieaming as in the mind, and evolutian as in a biofagicd 
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system, is the difference between impliccit and explicit models.. An implicit model 
is something like a rule, ""I this is the situation, then do that." It's encoded a 
model of the world i&o a set of rules that are useful for the organism to do. The 
prototypic example is a bacterium swimming upstream in a glucose gradient. It is 
in @Beet executing a rule, ""I the gradient is such-and-such, swim upstream." The 
bacterium has no brain, sa it can" really know much abaut its wrld,  but it does 
funetion, as if it did. And this is a useful thing to do. 

The explicit model is something much more like consciousness, where we do 
have an aplicit model of, say, the physics of building a building so that we can 
reason about it, model it, and come ta conclusions about it. 

GELLMANFS: Youke just talking again about the distinction, between self- 
aovareness and the lack of self-awareness, right?. At this point, we don't know all, 
that much about what self-awareness is. It's true that human beings are supposed 
to have an. unusual degree of self-awareness, &nd therefore human learning would 
be charac-t;erized, in many ewes, by the properties of self-awareness. And we don't 
believe that" the case with biological evolution. Therefore $h& will be a, digerence. 
But X: don" understand how that has to do with the question of whether there are 
significant jumps, or not. The faet that you mentioned, which is certainly tr 
in human learning it's often, related to selEawareness4oesn't change the dispute. 
People were =king whether in bioX0gic4 evolution there may not aba be big leaps, 
and Lea Buss clarified very nicely the fact that there had been certain big leaps, 
of an organizational ehmacter. But then one can still, ask: "Omitting those, does 
biological evofution proceed by big leaps, or by little  one^?" 

VVALDRQI": I'm saying that that might not be the important diEerence 
between learning and biological evolution, that both of them may in fact go by big 
leaps and small steps. 

EPSTEIN: I've been. hming a crazy thought for a while. 1 don% know 
whether I'm the only one or not. But f%e been thinking we%e been talking about 
the scientific enterprise ;rts an example of a complex adaptive system, with linguistic 
evolution as another example, Arid Pke been thinking that maybe artistic evolution, 
and musical evolution, pose intereseixlg problems for the construction of a good 
definition of a complex adaptive system, And what f 'm thinking of is this: that 
in a certain strain af musical development, particularly -tern European classical 
music history since the sixteexpt;h cexltury forward, there" a very distinct line of 
development based on the emergence of the tonal system, and the grdual relmation 
of that system with the Romantics, with Wagner, with extreme chromaticism, and 
finally the atonal movement. There seems to be directiondity, the comp&ition of 
schemata (in the form of dif-ferenrt composers, and the search for diEerent organizing 
principles); defini"t; selection of some sort going on, in the dominant schools of 
musical thought, but no noncircular definition of fitness that f can come up with. 
And I'm thinking, ""Here" a nice example of a complex adaptive system, that s ems  



to evolve, where fitnms is a strange notion." And I'm wandering what we do wit h 
t h ine  like that, and whether the pmblem of sort of the endogenous.. .that fitnws 
itself is an emergent thing that the systems have to somehow come to discover. And 
I wander whether this isn% an interesting model,. . 

GELL-MANN: The selection pressures there have to do in part with peer 
evaluation, in part with audience evaluation, in part with historical evaluation in. 
part with subjective evaluation by pwple of their awn work, and so on. That this 
would all be summwiized in a potential-which is what fitness ideas would say- 

, Seems somewhat unlikely, X don" believe that we should look everphere for fitness, 
Sat work here and there, and X. don't expect id to m r k  eve r~he re .  But the selection 
premures eertitinly e ~ s t  everphere. 

Something 1 find interesting about the kind of development you describe i s  the 
following: l'lrcheologists these days are terribly reluctant to engage in what they 
imagine are ""value judgmentz;'hhout the pmt by tdking about periiods in terms of 
Aorescience and decline in the arts. 

Nevertheless, it's my belief that one e&n identi& certain properties of many 
periods and many kinds of art-phenomena that occur aver and aver again, Namel~r, 
people formulate, in a given art at a given time, certain requirements that h d n ' t  
been very important before. Then there" a period of challenge when people are 
trying to meet those requirements in. d l  sorts of intermting ways. Tlxact;" an webaic 
period. Then the requirements are not. The artists me able to do whatever it is, 
and the art f lQu~she~.  Then corn= a period when they begin to go aE into variant 
complications. And these ;are often called '%rebaic art," "high art," and "rococo 
art." "Iink it could, be a scientific fact that there exists this kind of sequence. 

EP8TEIN: X think in the cme of music history that this happem; that 
in the case of Bach, for example, the art of the fugue is bstsicdly an at-t;empt to 
construct large musical structures bitsed on very rigorous limitations on thematic 
rxiaterial, There" this tiny snippet, this little string of material, youke going to be 
permitted to use, and you construct this enormow thing. You run the string back- 
wards at great, long expanse; you dilnte it; you shrink it; you turn it upside dowrn; 
you run it bwhards.  But the whole thing is very mlf-similar in that, anwhere 
you look, it's some variant sf this thirsg. And then that; impulse is in faet rela;xed, 
And then it returns in twentieth century music, with serial composition that again 
says "Thou shalt use only this tone row, this string of material." So Sa I:;ree. 

BROWN: Isn't that just frequency-dependent sdection played out over 
a long time course? Once you have a ctarninant thing, the rare alIele gets favored 
and then, when that beeoms dominant, the other @S favored. . . 
EPSTEIN: Yes, except that it's part and parcel of a larger process, which 
i s  the gradual destruction of tonal music over four centuries, that has definite di- 
rection to it. 1 mean, you can doeument how this took place. 
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ANDERSON: I've alredy mention&, in discussing Gwrgek sornme;n4;s, that 
there are many examples of evolution where the instieution has its own. fitness 
ifunction that is irrelevant ta the ostensible value and function. Modern music is 
clertrly a &fish meme, because the populace liked Bach, the populwe does not like 
John Cage ar Sehoeaberg or Milton Babbiek. The papulae invented a totally new 
atonal music, a very complicated music (oEten using the ideas of acadennie music) 
and abandoned same of the old rules, and this music is rapidly taking aver from 
this o t h a  music-formal music-which is very mueh corntrolled by a selfish meme 
that has only institueional value. 


